“The High-Performance Strategist helping you to live a life of
Fo

No Doubt, Just Blessings and Make LIFE Happen… Every Day!”
D Arlando Fortune is an engaging and thought-provoking
speaker. With a mixture of storytelling, humor, and teaching he
connects your audience to his messages filling them with
renewed energy and a restored belief in themselves. He’ll
motivate them to perform at their highest levels. And, above all,
they’ll head home ready to take inspired action.

D Arlando Fortune
SPEAKER | AUTHOR | HIGH-PERFORMANCE STRATEGIST

Some of Fortune’s Most
Requested Talks

How to Release Your Unlimited Potential
This talk is based on his book, Unlimited Potential. Success has three
letters and a particular mindset – Attitude, Beliefs, & Commitment. No Doubt
Living is the formula you need to align all three for life-changing and
long-lasting success…

The Power of Living a Purpose-Driven Life
You’ve made a lot of mistakes & suffered because of it. In this talk,
Fortune reveals the life lessons he learned from overcoming addiction
and facing 12 years of prison to rebooting and rebuilding his life as
an author, speaker, and father…

How to Overcome Procrastination and Get More
Done in the Next 90 Days Than Most People Get
Done in 9 Months… Without Working Harder.
The biggest struggles entrepreneurs run into can be defeated with
a sound strategy and a system to execute it. Goalsetting &
goal-achieving are different skills. This is how you start making things
happen and execute…
Fortune also speaks on:
• Importance of Faith • Recovery & Addiction • Prayer & Talking to God
• Leadership • Excelling as a Minority • Overcoming Adversity
• Mental Toughness • Being a Student-Athlete • And many more…

In Unlimited Potential,
Fortune reveals a simple
strategy for defining your
personal mission & stepping
into your greatness! In
Overcoming Procrastinaion,
you’ll learn how to turn
procrastionation into a tool!

Some extra tidbits about Fortune…
Fortune is the oldest of two. You’d think that made him the
more responsible one but his story reads differently…
Although he graduated from university with honors & an
opportunity to play professional baseball, he chose to become an
accountant for the government. But, the government wasn’t
challenging enough for his active imagination. So, he started
studying successful people and decided that’s what he wanted to
do with his life.
It was at this point that his life changed. It got worse before it
got better, though. Financial success in real estate revealed
emotional & mental wounds that needed healing. Before he
could make those shifts in mindset, he got himself into trouble
time and time again. It wasn’t until he sought a deeper spiritual
connection with God that his life began to turn around.
He then wrote a book about his journey
& the lessons he learned along the way.
As a father, coach, author, & speaker,
Fortune brings a unique approach to
understanding the wisdom of living
a purpose-driven life. You’ll
learn from him not only the
practical steps for improving
the major areas of your life;
but, also the scientific evidence
& spiritual elements that lead
to a blessed life and business
success through high-performance.
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What they say…
“Fortune pulls out great
resources from books to
practical tools that we tend
to forget to use that makes
our pursuit of our goals more
effective.”
Cierra Stovall – Founder,
Yes.I.Will

“5 stars to such a dynamic,
well spoken, enthusiastic,
passionate, relatable and
educated speaker!! Well
done!”
Chesia Torrence –
Owner/Operator, Silver Spoon
Events
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Booking Info:
dwight@DArlandoFortune.com
(240) 242 - 5377

